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Simplifying Technology For Students of All Ages

School Offerings



WHAT WE OFFER

 For Parents
 Hands-on STEM education kits to do at home

 For Organizations
 Programming, setup as series, to learn about the 

circuits in cell phones

 For Schools
 Teaching curriculum, including videos and worksheets 

 All designed for non-engineers to teach Engineering
 How-to Videos

 Explanation videos

 Worksheets



THE SCHOOL EXPERIENCE

 Looking for a tech day? Have an afterschool program? 

 Want to revitalize how you teach engineering?

 HAK Electronics has your solution!

• Start with our signature workshop “The Engineering Behind” 
to bring  excitement back to the class by learning how your
cell phone works.

• Have each student build their own HAKboard to take home
• Supplement learning with additional workshops and class 

activities. 
• Watch as students step to the challenge of                        

learning engineering and other complex topics                     
while retaining knowledge and using technical terms. 

LED HAKboard
(Available now)



PRODUCT OFFERINGS

Offering Detail Why HAK Length Includes

In Class Workshop Reenergize your students by having them 
learn circuits in an innovative way. 

Hands on workshops that 
are updated for the 21st

century. No more light 
bulbs and 9V batteries.

Add on additional 
exercises to build 

proficiency.  

45 – 60  minutes HAKboards, worksheets, guide

Afterschool 
Workshop

Have a little more time? Create a few 
different circuits to learn 

60 minutes – 3 hours HAKboards, worksheets, guide.

Also:  Soldering exercises, math 
exercises, engineering measurement 
exercises

Circuits Curriculum Drive home concepts taught in college 
classes. 
Students will learn topics taught in Physics 
and Math all while gaining a better 
understanding of how engineers create the 
electronics we use. 

5 – 9 hours per unit HAKboards, worksheets, guide

Also: Teacher instruction videos. Further 
resources. Follow-up activities. 
Classroom success checkpoints

Presentations from 
the HAK team

Want a HAK-a-thon?
Looking to learn skills for your robotics 
league?

Varies based off 
request

Custom: email 
Harry@HAKelectronics.com for details.

mailto:Harry@HAKelectronics.com


QUICK FAQ’S

 How long is the workshop?
 The minimum workshop time is 1 hour, but engineering is a deep topic. To fully 

comprehend the concepts, 4 hours is ideal. We also have additional material for 
a series to cover 9 hours.

 How many students can a workshop accommodate?
 If you’ve taught a lab or class with the students before, it’s a perfect size for us. 

Just make sure each student has their own HAKboard to take home.

 Who is presenting the workshop?
 Material is provided such that anyone can teach the workshops.

 I never took engineering… etc.?
 We take the years of late night study sessions, and condense it into a teacher 

guidebook. Filled with examples, and questions students may ask.  

 What is soldering? 
 Soldering is the process of heating a metal with a low melting point to a liquid 

such that it can connect wires when the metal cools. Think of it as a the 
engineer’s glue gun. If your students use a glue gun, they can solder. 

 Case studies?
 Case studies can be found at www.HAKelectronics.com

http://www.hakelectronics.com/


TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL WORKSHOPS

 Be a teacher that engages
 Proactively ask if students have questions. 

 Provide words of encouragement.

 Acknowledge small accomplishments. 

 Engineering is a team effort
 Have students help each other. 

 Quick learners can help by explaining what the other person 
did wrong, not just fixing it.

 Embrace Social Media
 Have students take pictures of what they’ve done. 

 Use our Hashtags 

 Pull up our social media to see what other students have done 
and contribute

 Engineering is global!



Simplifying technology to encourage and prepare students of all ages for a 
career in the S.T.E.M. industry

Don’t take their cell phones, teach them how it works!

HAK ELECTRONICS, LLC

Harry Kennedy ,Founder and CEO Harry@HAKelectronics.com 585-749-4056
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